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How Griffin Thall
partnered with his
customers to scale
Pura Vida Bracelets,
and support dozens of
charitable causes
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hen Griffin Thall
and his friend Paul
Goodman first
arrived in Costa
Rica, they didn’t
have much planned
beyond surfing
and celebrating
their recent college
graduation. With
good waves and
good times in mind,
they were eager to
enjoy their newfound
freedom.
Little did they know,
the duo would leave
just days later with
far more than they
had arrived with—
local contacts, a

friendship-turnedpartnership, and a
new business idea
with the potential to
change lives.
Eight years later,
Thall, Goodman, and
their fully realized
business Pura Vida
Bracelets are going
strong, having sold
their products to
millions of customers
around the world,
contracting with
more than 350
artisans, and
partnering with more
than 174 charities
along the way.
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How Pura Vida
Came to Life
While hunting for good surfing
spots in Costa Rica, Thall and
Goodman made friends with
two local artisans, who were
selling handmade bracelets
on the beach. They purchased
bracelets for themselves, but
the next day, they went back
for more.

the company that eventually
emerged from their trip—Pura
Vida Bracelets.
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Impressed by their story and
talent, Thall and Goodman
bought 400 bracelets from
the men, with the intention of
nly a month out of college,
selling them back home.
Thall had no job or school to
“We thought maybe we could absorb his focus when he
arrived back in California.
put [the bracelets] online
This freedom allowed the
or in some surf shops and
two friends to jump right into
continue that pura vida
growing Pura Vida. On the
spirit into San Diego,” Thall
flight home from Costa Rica,
recalls. In Costa Rica, pura
the men had written out their
vida is a versatile greeting
story on Goodman’s iPhone,
(sort of like aloha in Hawaii),
and this became the narrative
that translates to pure or
they told when sharing their
simple life. It also reflects
business idea.
a certain attitude among
locals, a relaxed, grateful way
“After we put our heads down
of viewing the world. They
and got to work, we found
would pay homage to that
there was a niche market
way of life with the name of

waiting for Pura Vida,” Thall
says.
Between college campuses,
trade shows, and local
community events, Thall and
Goodman worked tirelessly
to share the Pura Vida story
and firsthand talent of their
artisans. Each day, they’d
email store buyers and visit
with local boutiques and
shops. They also focused
on growing their organic
Facebook fan base and
spreading the word on social
media.
One by one, they sold the
initial batch of polyester,
wax-coated bracelets inperson and online. Their
initial online sales came
from San Diego, and within
the following weeks, orders
started spreading east, from
California to Nevada to New
York.
“When we saw the brand
naturally grow…we knew that
a demand was forming,” Thall
says. “From there, it kind of
took off.”
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The Booming Pura
Vida Brand

partners on their original
Costa Rica trip, the artisans
were living in a one-room,
doorless apartment. Today,
the pair of artisans manage
over 3,000 artisans who
exclusively supply Pura Vida
ver the past eight years, Thall
bracelets.
and his team have grown
Pura Vida into more than just
Another important aspect
a successful ecommerce
of the company is the Pura
company. They’re also known
Vida Charity Collection,
for their beautiful branding,
which offers a variety of
their brilliant social media
bracelets that have been
marketing strategy, and for
designed for specific causes
financially supporting several
recommended by Pura Vida
charities.
customers.
Thall shared a few key
aspects of their brand and
company mission.
“[Because] our bracelets
are handmade, we’re able
to continue our mission
of providing more jobs to
artisans around the world,”
Thall says. When he and
Goodman met their artistic

Through a feedback page
on their website—where
over 4,000 comments are
added daily—Thall and his
team crowdsource ideas for
new charities and bracelet
designs. Then they donate
proceeds from each bracelet
to its respective cause.

“Now the Charity Collection
is one of the most popular
parts of our business,” Thall
says. “We’re focusing on the
charity, the donation, and
promoting causes that are
close to millions of people's
hearts.”
But Pura Vida hasn’t
been able to make this
much impact without a
lot of strategic marketing,
promotion, and product
placement.
When Thall was initially
selling the bracelets, his
team put equal energy
into both wholesale and
ecommerce strategies.
Neither had priority. Over
time, though, the focus
has shifted heavily to
ecommerce, which now
makes up over 80 percent of
all Pura Vida sales.
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espite this surge, Pura
Vida still has products
in thousands of retailers
across the country, and the
company continues to sell
out quicker than they ever
imagined. In that sense, Thall
has learned that ecommerce
and wholesale can go hand
in hand.
“Because there’s such a
demand on the retail side, it
brings traffic to the website,”
Thall explained. “By having a
little Pura Vida stand [near the
register], people are walking
in, getting an impression,
buying a bracelet, and visiting
the website.”
While wholesale contributes
to website traffic, nothing
has rivaled the social media
strategy that Thall and his
team have developed.
A portion of the strategy’s
success was due to great
timing. Pura Vida was born
in the early days of the
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Facebook era, when the
network was known for
connecting with friends,
rather than promoting
business. Thall created a
Facebook fan page for Pura
Vida, and with every post
or link, he saw 100 percent
reach. In 2010, his organic
reach was more than he’d
ever see today.

“We found a way to
crack the Facebook code
before it became a supercompetitive, pay-to-play
platform,” Thall says.
“We’re pretty grateful for
that.”
Today, the team invests in
paid Facebook advertising
to continue to reach their
audience. With such a low
average order volume (AOV),
Pura Vida isn’t able to take
a major risk on PPC. They
have to walk a fine line where
their investment leads to
purchases, subscriptions, and
return customers.

more powerful. “Our Facebook
spend is up there with other
major ecommerce brands,”
Thall says. “Our very highquality imagery, our directresponse calls-to-action, our
copy…we’ve found a way to
become a true leader in the
paid space. Because we have
really strong content and our
organic [reach] is so high, a
lot of people have already
heard of Pura Vida through
another channel.”
Another early breakthrough
that led to major success for
Pura Vida was collaborating
with TV personality and
blogger Lauren Conrad.
Conrad would post monthly
about Pura Vida on her
Facebook and Twitter feeds.
Like the Pura Vida pages,
Conrad’s posts would see 100
percent reach, leading to a
massive boost in sales each
month.

“I think we figured out
influencer marketing right
from the beginning,” Thall
Thankfully, their other cross- says. They had to pay for her
channel marketing efforts and posts, but the result was
solid brand aesthetic make
incredible reach and access
each paid advertisement even to millions of followers.

I

nfluencer
marketing
continues
to be a
major
facet of
Pura Vida’s
digital
marketing
strategy.
With
today’s media noise
and hard-to-track
ROI, though, the brand
altered their strategy
to work with a different
type of influencer—
their very own
customers.
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a unique influencer
platform, the Pura Vida
Rep Program. This
three-tiered program
gives influencers a
custom coupon code
and encourages them
to make sales to their
friends and followers.

create content for
Pura Vida. The brand
then resurfaces that
content on various
channels.

“We’re not reaching out
to [these influencers]
for advertising or
sponsored posts. We’re
If an influencer were to reaching out to them
make one sale, they’d
because we like their
get five bracelets
style of marketing and
and a special sticker.
content,” Thall says.
With five sales, they’d
“So it’s kind of like a
get an exclusive rep
reverse concept. We
charm. With 10, they’d don’t give much art
receive a Pura Vida
direction; we just say,
staff t-shirt. With over ‘Take photos as you
100,000 people in the
normally would.’”
They actually view
program, Thall and his
these people as micro- team have mastered
Depending on an
influencers, regardless a process through
influencer’s reach,
of whether they have
which customers turn Pura Vida might also
millions of fans or
into reps and then into create a customized
just a few hundred
brand ambassadors
bracelet pack for
followers.
and top promoters.
them to wear and
It’s a win-win for both
sell. This gives each
parties.
influencer a sense of
“The people that
creative freedom and
are seeing [their
Pura Vida works with
ownership that makes
content] are their
a variety of nontheir promotions and
close friends and the
customer influencers, posts more natural.
people they trust the too. But instead of
most,” Thall says.
targeting influencers
With so many moving
“If we can have
based on follower
parts within his
100,000 microcount alone, Thall and influencer strategy,
Thall can’t do it
influencers versus 10 his team research
all alone. “We use
massive influencers people and profiles
a software called
or celebrities, there’s that match the Pura
Vida aesthetic and
Refersion,” Thall says.
a different sense of
image.
It links to Shopify, and
trust and word-ofwhen a customer uses
mouth.”
When they find a
an influencer’s code,
good match, the team that code triggers the
To organize and
reaches out and offers system to credit the
incentivize their
free products and
influencer.
customers, Thall and
paid trips, on which
his team developed
these influencers can

It’s Not Always
Smooth Sailing

G

rowth and success are
hardly linear, especially in
the startup world. Thall has
seen this firsthand. Eight
years after creating Pura
Vida, he and his team have
figured a lot of things out—
but they’re still facing new
and old challenges every
day.

valued at over $50. This
product is the fastest growing
part of Pura Vida, and it’s
not without its own growing
pains.
“In the beginning stages,
there were a lot of kinks in
terms of predicting how
many [bracelet] packs we’d
need based on acquisition,
churn, quality control, and
the potential of underselling
or overselling,” Thall says. The
Pura Vida Monthly Club is two
years old, and Thall still deals
with these questions every
single day.

But over the years, they’ve
determined an average they
use to guide purchasing
orders. Through months of
team collaboration, data
analytics and projection, and
simple trial and error, Thall
and his team have created
One major challenge has
a subscription funnel that
been the Pura Vida Monthly
Club, the brand’s subscription provides consistent revenue
product. For less than $15 per and loyal customers.
month, customers receive
Some other issues that
three exclusive bracelets

Author: Allie Decker is a freelance
writer specializing in articles that
speak to founders, small business
owners, and digital marketers. A
small business owner herself, Allie
writes from an honest (sometimes
humorous) perspective about
all things entrepreneurship.
She’s collaborated with the folks
at Entrepreneur, Foundr, Neil
Patel, WhenIWork, and LivePlan.
Learn more about Allie at http://
alliedecker.com.

Thall and Goodman deal
with daily involve inventory
management, predicting
product performance, and
general projections. Since the
beginning of Pura Vida, the
team has dealt with building
demand for a product,
launching the product, then
selling out. “That give and
take is difficult,” Thall says.
Even eight years in, Thall
continues to experience
growing pains involved
with working with new and
different people, establishing
long-term relationships, and
finding the very best people,
such as influencers.
“Lastly, the challenge that
every business faces—that
you’re not a fad or trend but
you’re here for the long haul,”
Thall says. “I think that comes
down to…not sitting back and
saying ‘We’ve created the best
products,’ but ‘We’re going to
continue to create the best
products.’”

